What an interesting year it has been, for just about everyone!
When Covid started, I was the Chief People Officer for the Alamo
Drafthouse and I was just starting a podcast and webshow called
'Not the HR Lady' (launching at the 2020 HR Transform Conference).
Covid ended my role (and nearly everyone else's at the company,
plus millions more... all over the world) and I had to pivot.
During the last 14 months, I've built a successful business show &
podcast (nearly in it's 3rd Season), that's been featured on the
Nationally Syndicated Talk Radio Show "Heidi & Frank in the
Morning" on KLOS.
Better? We've partnered with organizations all over the world, who
are interested in making the world of work more equitable and
inclusive for everyone.
With over 150k fans and international sponsors, we've created a cult
following of people champions who are committed to combating
systemic racism, sexism, misogyny, bigotry, bullying and hate in the
workplace... many of whom are CEO's of major organizations (Like
Southwest Airlines, H&R Block, Wahoo's Fish Taco, The Four Seasons
Resorts, People Element, Centum Health, Chateau Ste. Michelle
Wines, Ca Momi Winery, Exec Wranglers, HR Transform, Hacking HR,
Sourced Craft Cocktails and SO MANY MORE)!
Now? Well, now I'm looking for my next adventure as a Chief People
Officer, but I'm looking for an organization and an executive team
that is truly committed to 'People First'.
I'm hoping, and I think you are (or want to be) based on my research,
that you are that company, with those leaders.
In my recommendations (page 3, full list on LinkedIn), you'll see me
described by those who know me best... Former Bosses, Peers,
Colleagues, Subordinates and Partners. They can tell you, in their
words, about me and my work.
I'd love to potentially join your organization and bring strategy,
people ROI, humor, experience, leadership, partnership, expertise, a
vast network, a great reputation and, a true willingness to affect
change... am I the right executive for you?
Check out my resume, my recommendations and if it makes sense...
let's chat!
Cheers,

Tara Furiani

NOTTHEHRLADY.COM

PEOPLE EXECUTIVE

""Creative & effective", "Natural leader & an incredibly quick learner",
"Clear & proficient communicator", is how bosses, peers, mentors,
professors & former team mates have described me (see LinkedIn).
I'm a mom of 7, a fierce advocate for people, a communication and
executive teambuilding expert and an ROI of people, DEI champion.

2020- NOW

NOT THE HR LADY

CEO & HOST

Built a million dollar HR Brand and Popular Business Show (entering it's 3rd
season), during a pandemic, with international sponsors and over 150k
fans, worldwide (including: Four Seasons Resorts, withlocals, Wahoo's Fish
Taco, KLOS 95.5, Exec Wranglers & California Love Drop).
57 speaking appearances, including national TV & Radio in 2020.

ALAMO DRAFTHOUSE & NEON FILMS

2018 - 2020

CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

Hired for expertise in leadership, crisis and change management
Executive Team Coach and Trusted Adviser to the CEO & President.
Designed, implemented and achieved success with a DEI & People ROI
strategy, including leadership development, culture & philanthropy.
Scaled from 1,500 employees to over 3,500. Built and led a decentralized
team of 40+, in 14 states.
Franchise & corporate services, labor relations, multi-state, private equity
& board member.

ACT HOLDINGS
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

2014 - 2016

LOANDEPOT
SVP, TALENT

2010 - 2014

DALE CARNEGIE

2004 - 2010

Transformed company culture and improved critical KPIs (quote from
CEO).
Led a Reverse M&A, 800 employees to over 5,000.
Built a talent strategy including; hiring, learning & development, DEI, ROI,
change management & HRIS selection and implementation.

Built teams, systems and processes to scale the organization, from 36
employees to over 4,500, during the end of the US financial crisis, including
hiring upwards of 500 employees a month in 6 states.
Created a 12-week Mortgage banking training program to turn anyone
into a licensed banker with over 95% retention.

VP, ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Worked with organizations all over the world, performing needs
assessments, change guidance & management consulting.
Scaled the Corporate Master Trainer team from 10 to over 200.

LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
CERTIFICATIONS
Executive Coaching
Team Building
DEI Strategy
Human Resources
Recruiting
Training

512.412.9187

tara@notthehrlady.com

calendly.com/notthehrlady

BA- MARKETING

MS- ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
MS- PSYCHOLOGY

DiSC, PREDICTIVE INDEX, MBTI, CPLP

People Team ROI
Business Alignment
Scaling for Growth
Leadership
Engagement
Employer Branding

Instructional Design
Executive & Company PR
Behavioral Tools
Communication
HR Technology
Change

Author, 'F*ck Your Office Snacks'
2021 GoCo Top HR Influencer & Business Insider 40 Under 40
Adjunct Professor, Leadership: Texas State University & Simon Fraser University

I had the pleasure of working with Tara to transform our company culture and improve critical KPIs in our largest
expense line - people. Tara has a rare ability to quickly identify the improvement levers and act upon them. She is
creative and effective. She balances a graceful friendly approach with a firm hand to drive change in an
organization. In short order, she was able to put a talent strategy together for a 4,500 people organization. She
build a team and put the program in place to dramatically improve our talent recruitment process, cost,
satisfaction and retention. Tara is smart, witty, diplomatic, strategic, intuitive, effective and a pleasure to work
with.- Nabil Kabbani, CEO, ACT Holdings, now Cielo Pay
Tara is a strong business professional with dynamic and motivating energy. She hold herself to high standards
and inspires those around her to do the same. Tara is a person of her word - when she says she will make it
happen she does! I had the honor to work with Tara in a challenging work environment. She rose to every
challenge and provided an example for others in strong attitude and motivation. She is a competent and capable
business professional and facilitator.- Cindy Benson, SVP, Dale Carnegie

Tara is more than amazing and if you had the chance to work with her, you will remember her special powers that
elevate you not only as an employee, but as a person too! I get to witness her ability to listen and help you take
something, break it down, identify opportunities to make changes and improvements. She has a strong and
strategic approach that can quickly turn into solutions of how we will get there. She is smart, quick witted, friendly,
a strong leader, innovative, strong execution, and very passionate.- Blain Stark, VP Recruiting, Neon Films
Tara has this way of bringing out the best (and worst) in people in such a way that you are transformed. When I
say the best, I mean that she will challenge you. She will not let you back down. You are not allowed to shrink. You
will leave her presence feeling emboldened, empowered, and uplifted. When I say the worst, what I mean is that
we are in the age of exposing misogyny, racism, gender bias, and will push your limits to expose those who were
hiding and lurking in the shadows. Tara is not afraid to test the status quo. She is not afraid to call you out when
you are not being a good human. And she is NOT AFRAID. It's an honor to know Tara, and I'm a better person for
it.- Bree Burden, VP Learning, Shutterstock

Tara Furiani champions the battle for inclusivity, accessibility, and equity in the workplace. Tara applies her
expertise to dismantle issues that harm and oppress Women, BIPOC, and LGBTQ+ communities. Tara paves the
way for empowering communities by outlining viable long-term solutions for a productive, efficient, and equitable
workplace. Tara is an exemplary community leader that informs, educates, and supports Women, BIPOC, and
LGBTQ+ communities. The second is that the solutions that she proposes are indispensable to the future of HR
and equitable, inclusive, and resilient workplaces.- Joshua Ian, Host, RedMage
Tara is the embodiment of inspiration. You cannot walk away from one of her speeches or appearances without
feeling energized and reflective. Anyone can quote statistics or utilize emotional topics to get an audience that
already agrees with them to agree more or publicly. Tara changes minds and expands hearts. I've seen it happen.Katherine McCord, CEO, Titan ATS
Tara Furiani is amazing! She speaks the truth and is unapologetic in her truth and that is a very rare quality in a
person. I am in awe of her ability to master her career and motherhood all in one swoop. Being a mother of 7 is not
an easy task but to do that and run a successful business and podcast show is nothing short of incredible. Tara's
show gives you the facts, challenges your thinking on the status quo, and makes you want to be the best
professional you can be. She is everything I want to be in a professional and more.- Julie Turney, CEO, HR for HR

